The Fall of Paterson "The great city split into three parts and the cities of the nations collapsed. " (Rev. 16:19) 
Bloodstains die a second time under the wheels of automobiles.
I cannot stand upright in your city and with a horrified heart I hastily tear to shreds poems about heaven.
In the collapsing city sterile children are dying, and meanwhile all the nation's cities are collapsing. 
Calling Names
Are we still calling out to one another?
One blackbird sitting on a branch kept calling out with a desolate song then after a time a similar bird came flying along and, feigning indifference, settled on a nearby branch.
So close that its wings stirred up a breeze.
Are they still calling out to one another?
That second bird stopped coming, I don't know when.
No matter how often its name was called, it failed to showtalking in its sleep on still, dry nights from the same branch, that bird still seeking its mate.
Indoors, full and heavy, prejudice sinks down deep as the sound of a faraway train whistle, moss-covered, strangely pierces the interstice between night and night then vanishes.
Streetlights are going out one by one.
And broken hearts roam the sidewalks.
With even their names concealed, they all find themselves alone. It was only when you came that the blue sky appeared.
That is the truth. And the cotton balls of days gone by, clouds appeared in the sky.
The flowering weeds seemed to bob their heads just once, and a pink-hued path opened through them.
A path stretching from that lofty above all the way down here, and along that path no one had walked you approached, offering reconciliation.
That is the truth. When I held your hand, it felt warm and comforting.
I could see the path remaining for me to follow, full of tenderness, and sure as in days of old.
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Al aska Psalm 4
If you examine the summits of ice-decked mountains, each is like a plate.
On it sit great winds that have as yet been unable to fly away.
Do not awaken them, those pallid seasons on the plate, those small black bugs, dashed expectations that only live in the eternal ice of frozen mountains as if nonexistent, each one prostrate in the moss.
Do not awaken that wide-eyed, cold obsession.
Those bugs can never fly away, even when summer comes, they cannot set off, though they grow old as we do.
If their six frozen legs and frozen necks ever stir that lonely ice will break without hesitation.
The wind, hastily preparing to set off, is donning its clothes.
A sound of melting ice goes rushing down toward the villages. Where is the widespread fragrance they had at their peak?
Feigning boredom, they turn their backs, comb their hair, and die.
It was the artist who used to make invisible things visible, wasn't it? Not realizing they have died, they keep calling out to other wild plants.
The breeze, familiar to our ears, now blooms into autumn flowers.
